Abstract. We prove Cherlin's conjecture, concerning binary primitive permutation groups, for those groups with socle isomorphic to PSL2(q), 2 B2(q), 2 G2(q) or PSU3(q). Our method uses the notion of a "strongly non-binary action".
Introduction
All groups in this paper are finite. In this note our main result is the following. Theorem 1.1. Let G be an almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω with socle isomorphic to a linear group PSL 2 (q), or to a Suzuki group 2 B 2 (q), or to a Ree group 2 G 2 (q), or to a unitary group PSU 3 (q). Then, either G is not binary, or G = Sym(Ω) ∼ = Sym(5) ∼ = PΓL 2 (4) ∼ = PGL 2 (5), or G = Sym(Ω) ∼ = Sym(6) ∼ = PΣL 2 (9). Theorem 1.1 is a contribution towards a proof of a conjecture of Cherlin [3] . This conjecture asserts that a primitive binary permutation group lies on a short explicit list of known actions.
The precise definition of "binary" and "binary action" is given in Section 2 below. An equivalent definition, couched in terms of "relational structures", can be found in [4] ; the connection between this conjecture and Lachlan's theory of sporadic structures can be found in [3] . It is this connection that really enlivens the study of binary permutation groups, and provides motivation to work towards a proof of Cherlin's conjecture.
Let us briefly describe the status of this conjecture. By work of Cherlin [4] and Wiscons [15] , this very general conjecture has been reduced to the following statement concerning almost simple groups.
Conjecture 1.2. If G is a binary almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω, then G = Sym(Ω).
One sees immediately that Theorem 1.1 settles Conjecture 1.2 for almost simple primitive permutation groups with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q), or 2 B 2 (q), or 2 G 2 (q), or PSU 3 (q), that is, for each Lie type group of twisted Lie rank 1. Theorem 1.1 is the third recent result of this type; in recent work, the first and third authors settled Conjecture 1.2 for groups with alternating socle, and for the C 1 primitive actions of groups with classical socle [9] .
A brief word about our methods: the aforementioned work on groups with alternating or classical socle was based on the study of so-called "beautiful subsets". These objects are defined below, and their usefulness is explained by Lemma 2.3 and Example 2.1 below, which together imply that whenever an action admits a beautiful subset the action is not binary.
In the current note our approach is different for the reason that the family of actions under consideration -the primitive actions of almost simple groups with socle a Lie group of Lie rank 1-very often do not have beautiful subsets.
To deal with this situation we need to develop a more general theory: Suppose that we have a group G acting on a set Ω, and we want to show that this action is non-binary. The key property of beautiful subsets that makes them useful is that they allow us to argue "inductively", in the sense that if we can find a subset Λ of Ω that is "beautiful", then the full action of G on Ω is non-binary. In order to deal with the absence of beautiful subsets, we have studied this inductive property more formally via the notion of a "strongly non-binary subset". The theory of such subsets is developed in §2 and allows us to apply an inductive argument in a more general setting.
The advantages of Theorem 1.1 and of this theory are several: firstly, Theorem 1.1 is a material advance towards a proof of Conjecture 1.2; secondly, it demonstrates the possibility of obtaining results in situations where one cannot use the notion of a beautiful subset, as in [9] ; thirdly, it turns out that the rank 1 groups tend to be a sticking point when making general arguments concerning binary groups. We hope, therefore, that by disposing of this case here, we will be able to deal more easily with the remaining cases required for a proof of Cherlin's conjecture. Investigation in this direction is in progress, see [8] .
1.1. Structure of the paper. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is split into several parts. First, in §2, after giving a number of definitions, we prove some general results about binary actions; in particular Lemma 2.3 is vital.
In §3 we give some basic information concerning groups with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q); then in §3.1 we calculate the size of the fixed set for various elements of PΓL 2 (q) in various primitive actions; these results are then used to prove Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4; it is worth remarking that these fixed point calculations yield the required conclusions almost immediately for the groups PSL 2 (q) and PGL 2 (q), however a finer analysis is required to deal with those almost simple groups that contain field automorphisms. The three lemmas just mentioned -Lemmas 2.3, 3.3 and 3.4 -directly imply Theorem 1.1 for PSL 2 (q) when q ≥ 9. The remaining small cases, when q ∈ {4, 5, 7, 8}, can be verified directly using GAP [7] or by referencing the calculations of Wiscons [16] .
In §4, §5 and §6, we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle 2 B 2 (q), 2 G 2 (q) and PSU 3 (q), respectively. In the first two cases the theorems are easy consequences of propositions asserting that the primitive actions in question admit strongly non-binary subsets (see §2 for the definition of a strongly non-binary subset). The final case -socle PSU 3 (q) -is dealt with somewhat differently.
Binary actions and strongly non-binary actions
Throughout this section G is a finite group acting (not necessarily faithfully) on a set Ω of cardinality t. Here, our job is to give a definition of "binary action", and of "strongly non-binary action", and to connect these definitions to earlier work on "beautiful sets". Given a subset Λ of Ω, we write G Λ := {g ∈ G | λ g ∈ Λ, ∀λ ∈ Λ} for the set-wise stabilizer of Λ, G (Λ) := {g ∈ G | λ g = λ, ∀λ ∈ Λ} for the point-wise stabilizer of Λ, and G Λ for the permutation group induced on Λ by the action of G Λ . In particular,
Given a positive integer r, the group G is called r-subtuple complete with respect to the pair of n-tuples I, J ∈ Ω n , if it contains elements that map every subtuple of size r in I to the corresponding subtuple in J i.e.
for every k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists h ∈ G with I h k i = J k i , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Here I k denotes the k th element of tuple I and I g denotes the image of I under the action of g. Note that n-subtuple completeness simply requires the existence of an element of G mapping I to J.
The group G is said to be of arity r if, for all n ∈ N with n ≥ r and for all n-tuples I, J ∈ Ω n , r-subtuple completeness (with respect to I and J) implies n-subtuple completeness (with respect to I and J). When G has arity 2, we say that G is binary. A pair (I, J) of n-tuples of Ω is called a non-binary witness for the action of G on Ω, if G is 2-subtuple complete with respect to I and J, but not n-subtuple complete, that is, I and J are not G-conjugate. To show that the action of G on Ω is non-binary it is sufficient to find a non-binary witness (I, J).
We say that the action of G on Ω is strongly non-binary if there exists a non-binary witness (I, J) such that • I and J are t-tuples where |Ω| = t;
• the entries of I (resp. J) are distinct entries of Ω.
Example 2.1. If G acts 2-transitively on Ω with kernel K and G/K ∼ = G Ω ∼ = Sym(Ω), then G is strongly non-binary. Indeed, by 2-transitivity, any pair (I, J) of t-tuples of distinct elements from Ω is 2-subtuple complete. Since G/K ∼ = G Ω ∼ = Sym(Ω), we can choose I and J in distinct G-orbits. Thus (I, J) is a non-binary witness.
Example 2.2. Let G be a subgroup of Sym(Ω), let g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r be elements of G, and let τ, η 1 , . . . , η r be elements of Sym(Ω) with g 1 = τ η 1 , g 2 = τ η 2 , . . . , g r = τ η r .
Suppose that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the support of τ is disjoint from the support of η i ; moreover, suppose that, for each ω ∈ Ω, there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , r} (which may depend upon ω) with ω η i = ω. Suppose, in addition, τ / ∈ G. Now, writing Ω = {ω 1 , . . . , ω t }, observe that
) is a non-binary witness. Thus the action of G on Ω is strongly non-binary.
The notion of a strongly non-binary action allows us to "argue inductively" using suitably chosen setstabilizers. The following lemma (which was first stated in [9] and which, in any case, is virtually self-evident) clarifies what we mean by this.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that there exists a subset
In what follows a strongly non-binary subset is a subset Λ of Ω such that G Λ is strongly non-binary. We are ready for the third main concept of this section, that of a "beautiful subset"; this is closely related to the example of a strongly non-binary action given in Example 2.1. Specifically, we say that a subset Λ ⊆ Ω is a G-beautiful subset if G Λ is a 2-transitive subgroup of Sym(Λ) which is neither Alt(Λ) nor Sym(Λ). Note that we will tend to drop the "G" in G-beautiful, so long as the context is clear (for instance, when G is a permutation group on Ω, that is, G ≤ Sym(Ω)).
In the light of Example 2.1, the curious reader may be wondering why the definition of a beautiful subset excludes also the possibility that G Λ = Alt(Λ). This exclusion is explained by the following lemma, which is [ In what follows we will see a number of examples of strongly non-binary actions of the types given in Examples 2.1 and 2.2, as well as examples of beautiful subsets. To study these examples we will make use of the fact that the finite faithful 2-transitive actions are all known thanks to the Classification of Finite Simple Groups.
One naturally wonders whether other examples of strongly non-binary witnesses exist. This is indeed the case and the existence of a strongly non-binary witness is related to the classic concept of 2-closure introduced by Wielandt [14] . Given a permutation group G on Ω, the 2-closure of G is the set
is the largest subgroup of Sym(Ω) having the same orbitals as G. The group G is said to be 2-closed if and only if G = G (2) . We claim that G is not 2-closed if and only if G has a strongly non-binary witness. Write Ω := {ω 1 , . . . , ω t }. If G is not 2-closed, then there exists σ ∈ G (2) \ G. Now, it is easy to verify that I := (ω 1 , . . . , ω t ) and J := I σ = (ω σ 1 , . . . , ω σ t ) are 2-subtuple complete (because σ ∈ G (2) ) and are not G-conjugate (because g / ∈ G). Thus (I, J) is a strongly non-binary witness. The converse is similar.
3. Groups with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q)
In this section we start by studying some of the basic properties of involutions and Klein 4-subgroups of the almost simple groups G with socle PSL 2 (q). (In particular, PSL 2 (q) ≤ G ≤ PΓL 2 (q).) All of these properties are well-known and/or easy to verify by direct calculation. We also set up some basic notation for what follows.
For a group J, write m 2 (J) for the 2-rank of J, i.e. the maximum rank of an abelian 2-subgroup of J. If q is odd and J is a section of G (i.e. a quotient of a subgroup of G), then m 2 (J) ≤ 3. What is more, m 2 (J) ≤ 2 unless q is a square and G contains a field automorphism of order 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let L be a subgroup of PGL 2 (q) with q odd, and let K be a subgroup of N PGL 2 (q) (L) with K isomorphic to a Klein 4-group and with K ∩ L = 1. Then |L| is odd.
Suppose that q is odd. There is exactly one PGL 2 (q)-conjugacy class of Klein 4-subgroups of PSL 2 (q), and one can check directly that C PGL 2 (q) (K) = K for each Klein 4-subgroup of PSL 2 (q). When q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL 2 (q) is a Klein 4-subgroup and, by Sylow's theorems, there is exactly one PSL 2 (q)-conjugacy class of Klein 4-subgroups of PSL 2 (q); in this case N PSL 2 (q) (K) ∼ = Alt(4). When q ≡ ±1 (mod 8), there are two PSL 2 (q)-conjugacy classes of Klein 4-subgroups of PSL 2 (q) and these are fused in PGL 2 (q); in this case N PSL 2 (q) (K) ∼ = Sym(4).
We need information concerning involutions in PΓL 2 (q) \ PGL 2 (q) -such involutions must be field automorphisms, as defined in [10] . The following result is a special case of [10, Prop. 4.9 .1].
Lemma 3.2. Let f 1 , f 2 ∈ PΓL 2 (q) \ PGL 2 (q) be of order t for some prime t, and suppose that f 1 PGL 2 (q) = f 2 PGL 2 (q). Then f 1 and f 2 are PGL 2 (q)-conjugate.
Fixed point calculations.
We let G be a group having socle S with S ∼ = PSL 2 (q). Using the classification of the maximal subgroups of G (see for example [2] ), it is important to observe that, for every maximal subgroup M of G there exists a maximal subgroup H of S with M = N G (H); in particular, this allows us to identify (up to permutation isomorphism) each primitive G-set Ω with the set of G-conjugates of some maximal subgroup H of S. Therefore, we let H be a maximal subgroup of S with N G (H) maximal in G, and set Ω to be H G := {H g | g ∈ G}, the set of all conjugates of H in G. All possibilities for H and |Ω| are given in the first and in the third column of Tables 3.1 and 3 .2, where in Table 3 .1 the symbol ζ is defined by
and q is odd, or q is even, 1 if G ≤ PΣL 2 (q) and q is odd.
(See [2] to verify this. The conditions that are listed in Table 3 .1 are necessary for the action of G on Ω to be primitive, but they are not necessarily sufficient.) Finally, we write P(H) for the power set of H.
In what follows, we calculate the number of fixed points of an involution g ∈ S, and (when q is odd) of a Klein 4-subgroup K ≤ S, for the action of G on Ω. (Given a subset Y of a permutation group X on Ω, we write Fix Ω (Y ) := {ω ∈ Ω | ω y = ω, ∀y ∈ Y } and simply Fix Ω (y) when the set Y consists of the single element y.)
To calculate the number of fixed points of g and of K, we make use of the well-known formulas (see for instance [12 
Given an involution g ∈ S, from [10] we obtain
Using this information, Eq. (3.2) and the fact that PSL 2 (q) has a unique conjugacy class of involutions, it is a straightforward computation to verify the fourth and fifth column in Table 3 .1 and the third and fourth column in Table 3 .2. Suppose that q ≡ ±3 (mod 8) and let K be a Klein 4-subgroup of S. As we mentioned above, K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, all Klein 4-subgroups of S are conjugate and N PSL 2 (q) (K) ∼ = Alt(4). Therefore |K G | = 1 24 q(q 2 −1). Using this and Eq. (3.2), it is easy to confirm (when q ≡ ±3 (mod 8)) the veracity of the sixth and seventh column in Table 3 .1. (Note that the PGL 2 (q 0 ) and Sym(4) rows do not apply when q ≡ ±3 (mod 8).)
Suppose now that q ≡ ±1 (mod 8) and let K be a Klein 4-subgroup of S. In this case, there are two S-conjugacy classes of Klein 4-subgroups and, regardless of the S-conjugacy class on which K lies, we have N G (K) ∼ = Sym(4). In particular,
where ζ is the parameter that was defined in (3.1). As above, using this and Eq. (3.2), it is easy to confirm (when q ≡ ±1 (mod 8)) the veracity of the sixth and seventh column in Table 3 .1. (Note that the Alt(4) row does not apply when q ≡ ±1 (mod 8).) For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we also need to compute the number of fixed points of field involutions of G only for certain primitive actions when q is odd: this information is tabulated in Table 3 .3. Of course, here we assume that q is a square and that G does contain a field automorphism of order 2. Now observe that
From this and (3.2), the veracity of Table 3 .3 follows from easy calculations (which we omit). Note that Lemma 3.2 means that it is convenient to assume that G ≥ PGL 2 (q) where this makes no difference; however for the final action in Table 3 .3, we must assume that G does not contain PGL 2 (q) since otherwise the action is not primitive. To make this clear we state the assumed value of ζ in the "Conditions" column in each case.
We are now ready to prove the two lemmas that together yield Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle PSL 2 (q).
Lemma 3.3. Let G be an almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q) with q odd. If q > 9, then Ω contains a strongly non-binary subset.
, q ≡ 7(8) Proof. Our notation here is consistent with that established above. For instance, we identify Ω with the set of G-conjugates of H. We must consider the actions corresponding to the first column of Table 3 .1. Line 1: H is a Borel subgroup of S. In this case G acts 2-transitively on Ω, but Alt(Ω) G. Thus Ω itself is a beautiful subset and hence strongly non-binary (of the type given in Example 2.1). Line 5: H ∼ = PGL 2 (q 0 ) where q = q 2 0 . We regard S as the projective image of those elements of GL 2 (q) that have square determinant, and we may assume that H consists of the projective image of those elements in GL 2 (q 0 ) whose entries are all in F q 0 . Let T be the set of diagonal elements in S; let T 0 := H ∩ T , a maximal split torus in H; let α be an element of F q that does not lie in any proper subfield of F q ; and define
Clearly, N 0 is a subgroup of G, T 0 normalizes N 0 and T 0 ∩ N 0 = {1}. Thus we can form the semidirect product X := N 0 ⋊ T 0 and we observe that X ∩ H = T 0 . Let Λ be the orbit of H under the group X. One obtains immediately that Λ is a set of size q 0 on which X acts 2-transitively. If q 0 > 5, then G does not contain a section isomorphic to Alt(q 0 ) and we conclude that Λ is a beautiful subset for the action of G on Ω. If q 0 = 5, then q = 5 2 and we can check the result directly using magma [1] . Line 4: H ∼ = PSL 2 (q 0 ) where q = q a 0 for some odd prime a. We consider first the special situation where q is a square. We consider S as before, with H the projective image of those elements in GL 2 (q 0 ) whose entries are all in F q 0 and which have square determinant in F q 0 ; finally, we know that H has a subgroup H 1 isomorphic to PGL 2 ( √ q 0 ) (since q 0 is a square by assumption). We take H 1 to be the projective image of those elements in GL 2 ( √ q 0 ) whose entries are all in F √ q 0 . Let T be the set of diagonal elements in S; let T 0 := H 1 ∩ T , a maximal split torus in H 1 ; let α be an element of F q that does not lie in any proper subfield of F q ; and define
As above, N 0 is a subgroup of G, T 0 normalizes N 0 and T 0 ∩ N 0 = {1}. Thus we can form the semidirect product X := N 0 ⋊ T 0 and we observe that X ∩ H = T 0 . Let Λ be the orbit of H under the group X. One obtains immediately that Λ is a set of size √ q 0 on which X acts 2-transitively. If √ q 0 > 5, then G does not contain a section isomorphic to Alt(q 0 ) and we conclude that Λ is a beautiful subset for the action of G on Ω.
The outstanding cases (that is, √ q 0 ≤ 5 or q is not a square) will be dealt with below.
Lines 2,3,4,6,7,8. Here we will show that in every case we can find a strongly non-binary subset Λ for which G Λ is as in Example 2.2. We let g be an involution in S and h ∈ g G with K := g, h a Klein 4-subgroup of S and we let Λ = Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) ∪ Fix(gh). Observe that Λ, Fix(g), Fix(h) and Fix(gh) are g-invariant and h-invariant. Write τ 1 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(gh) and τ 2 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(h), and observe that the supports of τ 1 and τ 2 are disjoint, and that g induces the permutation τ 1 τ 2 on Λ. Observe 
and τ 3 are disjoint and that, since g, h and gh are conjugate, the permutations τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 all have support of equal size.
Comparing the entries in the fifth and seventh column of Table 3 .1, we see that |Fix(g)| ≥ |Fix(K)| + 2. (Here we are using our assumption that q > 9.) This implies, in particular, that τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 are non-trivial permutations of order 2. Observe that either there exists f ∈ G Λ inducing the permutation τ 1 on Λ or else Λ is a strongly non-binary subset of Ω (it corresponds to Example 2.2).
Suppose that G does not contain a field automorphism of order 2, and suppose that f ∈ G Λ induces the permutation τ 1 on Λ. This would imply that G Λ contained an elementary-abelian subgroup of order 8. But, as we observed earlier, m 2 (Q) ≤ 2 for any section Q in G, which is a contradiction. We conclude that Λ is a strongly non-binary subset of Ω.
Note that this argument disposes of Lines 6 and 7 of Table 3 .1. It also deals with one of the outstanding cases for Line 4, namely the situation where q is not a square.
Suppose from here on that G contains a field automorphism of order 2. In particular q is a square and q ≡ 1 (mod 8). Now, the previous argument implies that G Λ is strongly non-binary unless G Λ contains a field automorphism that induces the element τ 1 , so assume that this is the case. There are two possibilities:
(a) there is a field automorphism f of order 2 that induces the element τ 1 on Λ; (b) there is a field automorphism f of order 2 that fixes Λ point-wise (and some element of G Λ ∩(G\PGL 2 (q)) of order divisible by 4 induces the element τ 1 on Λ). Note first that Line 3 of Table 3 .1 is immediately excluded since field automorphisms of order 2 have no fixed points in this action (see Table 3 .3). We are left only with Lines 2 and 8, as well as Line 4 with q 0 ∈ {9, 25}.
Assume that Case (a) holds. Observe that, the action on Λ gives a natural homomorphism S (Λ) , f, g, h → Sym(Λ) whose image is elementary abelian of order 8, and whose kernel is S (Λ) . What is more, by Lemma 3.1, S (Λ) has odd order, and we conclude that f, g, h is elementary abelian of order 8.
Since f centralizes g, h we may consider the action of g, h on Fix(f ). Observe that if γ ∈ Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) ∪ Fix(gh), then γ g = γ h , and so g, h acts semi-regularly on Fix(f ) \ (Fix(f ) ∩ Λ) and so
Now in this case Fix(f ) ∩ Λ = Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) and we conclude that
Let us consider the remaining actions, one by one. Line 2: H ∼ = D q−1 . In this case (3.3) implies that
which is a contradiction. Line 4: H ∼ = PSL 2 (q 0 ) with q = q a 0 and a an odd prime. Note first that we may assume that q 0 ∈ {9, 25}, with p = √ q 0 . Choose g ∈ S to be an element of order p; an easy calculation using (3.2) confirms that g fixes0 points of Ω. Now choose h ∈ S to be an element of order p (hence also fixing the same number of points of Ω) such that g, h is an elementary-abelian group of order q 0 . We require, moreover, that g, h fixes no points of Ω: for this we just make sure that g, h is not conjugate to a Sylow p-subgroup of H. As usual we set Λ = Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) ∪ Fix(gh). We define τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 exactly as in the argument for Lines 2,3,4,6,7,8. Now if f is an element inducing the permutation τ 1 , then f has order divisible by p, and f fixes at least 20 elements of Ω. This implies immediately that f ∈ S, and we conclude that a = p. Now, referring to Lemma 3.2, we see that f must be a field automorphism of degree a = p and an easy calculation with (3.2) implies that such an element fixes 1 2 p(p 2 + 1) points of Ω and so cannot induce the permutation τ 1 . Now, referring to Example 2.2, we conclude that Λ is a strongly non-binary subset. Line 8: H ∼ = A 5 . In this case we assume that G ≤ PΣL 2 (q), otherwise the action on Ω is not primitive. In particular ζ = 1 and (3.3) implies that
which is a contradiction.
We are left with Case (b). Note in this case that q = p a where a is divisible by 4. This immediately excludes Line 8 of the table (since q = p 2 here) as well as the remaining cases for Line 4 (since here q = 9 a or 25 a where a is an odd prime). Thus the only line left to consider is Line 2. But note that, for Case (b) to hold, Fix(f ) must contain Λ and so Tables 3.1 This is a contradiction for q > 9 and we are done.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be an almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q) with q = 2 a . If a > 3, then Ω contains a strongly non-binary subset.
Proof. Our notation here is consistent with that established above. We must consider the actions corresponding to the first column of Table 3 .2. Line 1: H is a Borel subgroup of S. In this case G acts 2-transitively on Ω, but G ∼ = Alt(Ω) or Sym(Ω).
Thus Ω itself is a beautiful subset (and hence strongly non-binary). Line 2: H ∼ = D 2(q−1) . We may assume that H contains T , the set of diagonal elements in S. We define
Now it is clear that T normalizes N and that T ∩N = {1}. Thus we can form the semidirect product X = N ⋊T 0 and we observe that X ∩ H = T . Using the identification of Ω with the set of G-conjugates of H, we let Λ be the orbit of H under the group X. One obtains immediately that Λ is a set of size q ≥ 8 on which X acts 2-transitively. Since G does not contain a section isomorphic to Alt(q) we conclude that Λ is a beautiful subset for the action of G on Ω and we are done. Line 3: H ∼ = D 2(q+1) . We proceed similarly to the case where q is odd in Lemma 3.3: let g be an involution in S and h ∈ g G with K := g, h a Klein 4-subgroup of S and we let
Observe that Λ, Fix(g), Fix(h) and Fix(gh) are g-invariant and h-invariant. Observe, furthermore, that Fix(g), Fix(h) and Fix(gh) are all disjoint and, by Table 3 .2, are of size 1 2 q. Write τ 1 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(gh), τ 2 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(h), and τ 3 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(gh).
Then g induces the permutation τ 1 τ 2 on Λ, while h induces the permutation τ 1 τ 3 on Λ. Then Λ is a strongly non-binary subset provided there is no element f ∈ G Λ that induces the permutation τ 1 . Such an element must have even order and must fix at least q elements of Ω. Now Table 3 .2 implies that f ∈ S. On the other hand, if f is a field-automorphism of order 2 c , then it does not fix any elements of Ω. We conclude that Λ is a strongly non-binary subset and we are done. Line 4: H ∼ = SL 2 (q 0 ) where q = q b 0 for some prime b. Note that, using [2] , we can exclude the possibility that q 0 = 2. Suppose first that q 0 > 4, and take β ∈ F q \ F q 0 .
We may assume that H consists of those elements in S = SL 2 (q) whose entries are all in F q 0 . Let T be the set of diagonal elements in S; let T 0 = S ∩ T , a maximal split torus in S; and define
Now it is clear that T 0 normalizes N 0 and that T 0 ∩ N 0 = {1}. Thus we can form the semidirect product X = N 0 ⋊ T 0 and we observe that X ∩ H = T 0 . Using the identification of Ω with the set of G-conjugates of H, we let Λ be the orbit of H under the group X. One obtains immediately that Λ is a set of size q 0 ≥ 8 on which X acts 2-transitively. Since G does not contain a section isomorphic to Alt(q 0 ) we conclude that Λ is a beautiful subset for the action of G on Ω and we are done.
The only remaining case is when q 0 = 4. As q = 2 a , we have a = 2b. In this case we make use of the fact that the number of S-conjugacy classes of subgroups of S isomorphic to a Klein 4-subgroup is (q + 2)/6. Since H contains a unique conjugacy class of Klein 4-subgroups, there exists a Klein 4-subgroup K := g, h of S with K H g , for every g ∈ S, that is, Fix(K) = ∅ for the action on cosets of H. Observe that q is a square. We choose K so that, not only does it not lie in a conjugate of H, it also doesn't lie in a conjugate of SL 2 ( √ q) = SL 2 (2 b ), the centralizer of a field automorphism of order 2. Define
Observe that g acts on Λ, and on Fix(h), and on Fix(gh). Write τ 1 for the involution induced by g on Fix(gh) and τ 2 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(h), and observe that the supports of τ 1 and τ 2 are disjoint, and that g induces the permutation τ 1 τ 2 on Λ. Exactly as in the case when H = D 2(q−1) , Λ is either strongly non-binary (and we are done), or else there exists f ∈ G Λ such that f induces the permutation τ 1 on Λ. Suppose that this latter possibility occurs, and observe that Fix(f ) contains Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) and so |Fix(f )| ≥ q 2 . If f ∈ S, then f is conjugate to g and |Fix(g)| = q 4 , so we have a contradiction. Suppose that f ∈ S. The subgroup structure of SL 2 (q) implies that if a subgroup X is normalized by a Klein 4-group, then X is elementary abelian of even order. Thus S (Λ) is elementary abelian of even order. But if S (Λ) is non-trivial, then an involution fixes at least 3q 4 points which is a contradiction. Thus S (Λ) is trivial. Now, note that since q = 4 b , where b is prime, either q = 16, or else we may assume that f is a field automorphism of order 2. Thus K, f is elementary-abelian. But, since K does not lie in a conjugate of SL 2 ( √ q) we have a contradiction here. In the case q = 16, a moment's thought shows that either f is a field automorphism of order 2, or else there is a field automorphism of order 2 that fixes Λ point-wise. Either way one concludes that there is a field automorphism f 1 such that K, f 1 is elementary-abelian and, again, we have a contradiction. Thus in all cases we have a strongly non-binary subset of the type given in Example 2.2 and we are done.
We remark again that Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle PSL 2 (q) is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.3, 3.3 and 3.4.
Groups with socle isomorphic to 2 B 2 (q)
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle 2 B 2 (q). This theorem follows,à la the other main results, from Lemma 4.1 combined with Lemma 2.3. In what follows G is an almost simple group with socle S ∼ = 2 B 2 (q), where q = 2 a and a is an odd integer with a ≥ 3. We write r := 2 a+1 2 and define θ to be the following field automorphism of F q :
θ :
We need some basic facts, all of which can be found in [13] . First, Out(S) is a cyclic group of odd order a. Second, G contains a single conjugacy class of involutions; writing g for one of these involutions we note that
Third, the maximal subgroups of S fall into three families: Borel subgroups, normalizers of maximal tori, and subfield subgroups. For the second of these families, we need some fixed point calculations, and these are given in Table 4 .1 (making use of (3.2)). Each line of this table corresponds to a conjugacy class of maximal tori in S; we write H for a maximal subgroup of S and Ω for the set of right cosets of H in S; in the final column we write K for a Klein 4-subgroup of S.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be an almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω with socle S ∼ = 2 B 2 (q). Then Ω contains a strongly non-binary subset.
Proof. Note that |S| is not divisible by 3 and hence G does not contain a section isomorphic to an alternating group Alt(n) with n ≥ 3. Referring to [13] , we see that a maximal subgroup of G is necessarily the normalizer in G of a maximal subgroup H of S. Thus we can identify Ω with the set of right cosets of H in S. We split into three families, as per the discussion above. 
Second, if H is the normalizer in S of a maximal torus, then we set K to be a Klein 4-subgroup of S, and we let g, h be distinct involutions in K. Referring to Table 4 .1, we see that g and h fix at least 16 points of Ω, while K fixes none. We set λ 3 to be one of the fixed points of g and write λ 4 for the point λ h 3 . Similarly λ 5 ∈ Fix(h) and λ 6 = λ g 5 . Finally pick λ 1 ∈ Fix(gh) and let λ 2 = λ g 1 ; observe that λ 2 = λ h 1 . Now let Λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , λ 6 } and observe that K acts on this set with the element g inducing the permutation (λ 1 , λ 2 )(λ 5 , λ 6 ) while the element h induces the permutation (λ 1 , λ 2 )(λ 3 , λ 4 ) . Suppose that f ∈ G Λ induces the permutation (λ 1 , λ 2 ) on Λ. This would imply that f and g fix the point λ 3 and so the stabilizer of λ 3 must contain a section isomorphic to a Klein 4-subgroup. This is impossible: the Sylow 2-subgroups of H are cyclic of order 2 or 4 and, since |Out(S)| is odd, this is true of the stabilizer in G of λ 3 . Therefore Λ is a strongly non-binary subset of Ω: it corresponds to Example 2.2.
Third, suppose that H is a subfield subgroup of S. It is convenient to take S to be the set of 4 × 4 matrices over F q described on [13, p.133]; then we take H to be the subgroup of S consisting of matrices with entries over F q 0 with q = q b 0 for some prime b, and q 0 > 2. The following set forms a Sylow 2-subgroup of S:
The subgroup P 2 (q) is normalized by the following subgroup of S,
Observe that the center Z(P 2 (q)) of P 2 (q) consists of those matrices for which α = 0. Let ζ ∈ F q \ F q 0 and consider the group
identifying Ω with the set of G-conjugates of H, we let Λ be the orbit of H under the group X. One obtains immediately that Λ is a set of size q 0 ≥ 8 on which X acts 2-transitively. The absence of alternating sections implies that Λ is a beautiful subset.
Groups with socle isomorphic to
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle 2 G 2 (q). This theorem follows,à la the other main results, from Lemma 5.1 combined with Lemma 2.3. In what follows G is an almost simple group with socle S ∼ = 2 G 2 (q), where q = 3 a and a is an odd integer with a ≥ 3. We write r := 3
and define θ to be the following field automorphism of F q :
We need some basic facts, all of which can be found in [11] . First, Out(S) is a cyclic group of odd order a. Second, G contains a single conjugacy class of involutions; writing g for one of these involutions we note that
Third, the order of S is not divisible by 5, and so G does not contain a section isomorphic to Alt(n) with n ≥ 5. Fourth, the maximal subgroups of G fall into four families: Borel subgroups, normalizers of maximal tori, involution centralizers, and subfield subgroups. For all but the first of these families, we need some fixed point calculations, and these are given in Table 5 .1 (making use of (3.2)). In each line of this table we write H for a maximal subgroup of S and Ω for the set of right cosets of H in S; in the final column we write K for a Klein 4-subgroup of S. The calculations given in Table 5 .1 make use of the fact there is a unique class of involutions and a unique class of Klein 4-subgroups in S; their normalizers are maximal subgroups. In particular the normalizer of a Klein 4-subgroup in S is the group H in the first line of Table 5 .1; combined with the fact that a Sylow 2-subgroup of S is elementary abelian of order 8, we are able to complete the final entry in that first row. The other entries in the table follow from easy calculations.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be an almost simple primitive permutation group on the set Ω with socle S ∼ = 2 G 2 (q). Then Ω contains a strongly non-binary subset.
Proof. Referring to [11] , we see that a maximal subgroup of G is necessarily the normalizer in G of a maximal subgroup H of S. Thus we can identify Ω with the set of right cosets of H in S. We split into two cases.
First, if H is a Borel subgroup, then the action of G on Ω is 2-transitive and, since G contains no sections isomorphic to Alt(n) with n ≥ 5, we obtain immediately that Ω itself is a beautiful subset.
Second, if H is not a Borel subgroup, then we set K to be a Klein 4-subgroup of S, we let g, h be distinct involutions in K, and we let Λ = Fix(g) ∪ Fix(h) ∪ Fix(gh). Observe that Λ, Fix(g), Fix(h) and Fix(gh) are g-invariant and h-invariant. Write τ 1 for the involution induced by g on Fix(gh) and τ 2 for the permutation induced by g on Fix(h), and observe that the supports of τ 1 and τ 2 are disjoint, and that g induces the permutation τ 1 τ 2 on Λ. Observe, furthermore, that h induces the permutation τ 1 on Fix(gh); now write τ 3 for the involution induced by h on Fix(g), and observe that the supports of τ 1 and τ 3 are disjoint, and that h induces the permutation τ 1 τ 3 on Λ.
Observe, finally, that the supports of τ 2 and τ 3 are disjoint. Now, suppose that f ∈ G Λ induces the permutation τ 1 on Λ. This would imply that f fixes more points than g. Since f has even order and all involutions in G are conjugate, some odd power of f is a conjugate of g, which is a contradiction. Thus Λ is a strongly non-binary subset of Ω (it corresponds to Example 2.2).
6. Groups with socle isomorphic to PSU 3 (q)
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for groups with socle PSU 3 (q). Strictly speaking, this theorem does not followà la the other main results. Firstly, we do not prove the existence of beautiful subsets or of strongly non-binary subsets: we simply prove that the primitive groups under consideration are not binary. Second, for some primitive actions we make use of computer aided computations. The basic ideas for these computations are inspired from a deeper analysis in [5] , where Conjecture 1.2 is proved for most almost simple groups with socle a sporadic simple group.
The following lemmas are taken from [5] and are stated in a form tailored to our needs in this paper.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a transitive group on a set Ω, let α be a point of Ω and let Λ ⊆ Ω be a G α -orbit. If G is binary, then G Λ α is binary. Proof. Assume that G is binary. Let ℓ ∈ N and let I := (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ ℓ ) and J := (λ ′ 1 , λ ′ 2 , . . . , λ ′ ℓ ) be two tuples in Λ ℓ which are 2-subtuple complete for the action of G α on Λ. Clearly, I 0 := (α, λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ ℓ ) and
. . , λ ′ ℓ ) are 2-subtuple complete for the action of G on Ω; as G is binary, I 0 and J 0 are in the same G-orbit; hence I and J are in the same G α -orbit. From this we deduce that G Λ α is binary. We caution the reader that in the next lemma when we write Λ we are not referring to a subset of Ω -here the set Λ is allowed to be any set whatsoever that satisfies the listed suppositions. Lemma 6.2. Let G be a primitive group on a set Ω, let α be a point of Ω, let M be the stabilizer of α in G and let d be an integer. Suppose M = 1 and, for each transitive action of M on a set Λ satisfying:
( Proof. Suppose that G is binary. Since {β ∈ Ω | β m = β, ∀m ∈ M } is a block of imprimitivity for G and since G is primitive, we obtain that either M fixes each point of Ω or α is the only point fixed by M . The former possibility is excluded because M = 1 by hypothesis. Therefore α is the only point fixed by M . Let Λ ⊆ Ω \ {α} be an M -orbit. Thus |Λ| > 1 and (1) holds. Since G is a primitive group on Ω, from [6, Theorem 3.2C], we obtain that every composition factor of M is isomorphic to some section of M Λ and hence (2) holds. From Lemma 6.1, the action of M on Λ is binary and hence (3) also holds. Therefore, d divides |Λ| and hence each orbit of M on Ω \ {α} has cardinality divisible by d. Thus |Ω| − 1 is divisible by d.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for almost simple groups with socle PSU 3 (q). Let G be an almost simple primitive group on the set Ω with socle S isomorphic to PSU 3 (q). Observe that q ≥ 3 because PSU 3 (2) is soluble. When q ≤ 9, we can check directly with magma the veracity of our statement by constructing all the primitive actions under consideration and checking one-by-one that none is binary (in each case we are able to exhibit a non-binary witness). For the rest of the proof we assume that q > 9, that is, q ≥ 11: among other things, this will allow us to exclude some "novelties" in dealing with the maximal subgroups of G. Moreover, we let V := F 3 q 2 be the natural 3-dimensional Hermitian space over the field F q 2 of cardinality q 2 for the appropriate covering group of G.
Let α ∈ Ω and let M := G α be the stabilizer in G of the point α. We subdivide the proof according to the structure of M as described in [2, Section 8, Tables 8. 5, 8.6] . In this proof we use [2] as a crib. The group M is in the Aschbacher class C 1 . This case is completely settled in [9] , where the authors have proved Cherlin's conjecture for almost simple classical groups acting on the cosets of a maximal subgroup in the Aschbacher class C 1 . The group M is in the Aschbacher class C 2 . From [2] , we get that the action of G on Ω is permutation equivalent to the natural action of G on
Therefore we identify Ω with the latter set. Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be the canonical basis of V and, replacing G by a suitable conjugate, we may assume that the matrix associated to the Hermitian form on V with respect to the basis e 1 , e 2 , e 3 is the identity matrix. Thus ω 0 := { e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } ∈ Ω. Consider Ω 0 :
is almost simple with socle isomorphic to PSL 2 (q) (here we are using q > 3), and the action of G Ω 0 on Ω 0 is permutation equivalent to the action of G e 1 on Ω are in Ω ℓ and are 2-subtuple complete. Moreover, a moment's thought yields that I and J are not in the same G-orbit. Thus G is not binary. The group M is in the Aschbacher class C 3 . Here M is the normalizer in G of a maximal non-split torus T of S of order (q 2 − q + 1)/ gcd(q + 1, 3). From [2] , we infer that N S (T ) is a split extension of T by a cyclic group x of order 3 (arising from an element of order 3 in the Weyl group of S), thus M = C ⋊ K, with C = c cyclic such that C ∩ S = T and with K abelian. (The group K is the direct product of a cyclic group of order 3 and a cyclic group of order |G : G ∩ PGU 3 (q)|.) An inspection of the maximal subgroups of PSU 3 (q) reveals that there exists g ∈ N S (K) \ M . Set β := α g . Since g / ∈ M , we get β = α and, since g ∈ N S (K), we get G α ∩ G β = M ∩ M g ≥ K. Therefore G α ∩ G β = C ′ ⋊ K, for some cyclic subgroup C ′ of C.
Set Λ := β M . Now, the action induced by M on the M -orbit Λ is permutation isomorphic to the action of M = C ⋊ K on the right cosets of M ∩ M g = C ′ ⋊ K. We use the "bar" notation and denote byM the group M Λ . ThusM = c ⋊K and the action ofM on Λ is permutation isomorphic to the natural action of c ⋊K on c : with c acting on c via its regular representation and withK ∼ = K acting on c via conjugation. Now, cx =c κ , for some κ ∈ Z with κ 3 ≡ 1 (mod |c|) and κ ≡ 1 (mod |c|). Consider the two triples I := (1,c,c 1+κ 2 ) and J := (1,c,c 1+κ ) . Now (1,c) Thus I and J are 2-subtuple complete for the action ofM on c . Observe that I and J are not in the samē M -orbit because the only element ofM fixing 1 and the generatorc of c is the identity, butc 1+κ 2 =c 1+κ because κ ≡ 1 (mod |c|). ThereforeM is not binary. From Lemma 6.1, we deduce that G is not binary.
The group M is in the Aschbacher class C 5 . Let H be the stabilizer in M of a non-isotropic 1-dimensional subspace v of V and let K be the stabilizer of v in G. Thus K is a maximal subgroup of G in the Aschbacher class C 1 ; moreover, using [2] and q > 8, we see that there exists g ∈ Z(K) \ M . Set β := α g . Since g / ∈ M , we get β = α and, since g ∈ Z(K), we get G α ∩ G β = M ∩ M g ≥ M ∩ K = H. Since H is maximal in M , we obtain G α ∩ G β = H and hence the action induced by G α = M on the G α -orbit β Gα is permutation isomorphic to the action of M on the right cosets of H. By construction, this latter action is the natural action of the classical group M on the cosets of a maximal subgroup in its C 1 -Aschbacher class. From [9, Theorem B] , this action is not binary. Therefore, G is not binary by Lemma 6.1. The group M is in the Aschbacher class C 6 or in the Aschbacher class S. Now the isomorphism class of M is explicitly given in [2] . Since |M | is very small (actually |M | ≤ 720), with the invaluable help of the computer algebra system magma, we compute all the transitive M -sets and we select the M -sets Λ with |Λ| > 1, with every composition factor of M isomorphic to some section of M Λ and with M Λ binary. In all cases, we see that |Λ| is even. Therefore, applying Lemma 6.2, we obtain that either G is not binary or |Ω| − 1 is even. In the latter case, |Ω| is odd and hence M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. From [2] , we see that a Sylow 2-subgroup of M ∩ S has size 8, but this is a contradiction because |PSU 3 (q)| is always divisible by 16.
